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Abstract

The aim of this project was to gather information on how the Xiang River Battle between the 

First Red Army of Chinese communists and pursuing Guomindang nationalist forces during 

the Long March in China in 1934 is perceived nowadays. Towards this end I travelled to 

Xing’an county in Guangxi province where the battle took place to visit the memorial and

battle-site and talk to locals. The memorial broadly portrays the battle as an act of heroism by

the Red Army, paying special reverence to the effort of civilians over the Long March. The 

rural populace is aware of the significance of the event for their region’s history, however, from 

their perspective such significance does not necessarily result in an increased attractiveness of 

the region in terms of tourism.

While these findings are interesting although not robust in an academic sense, conducting the 

project resulted in several learning effects for myself. Planning and undertaking this project 

that consisted of fieldwork in a foreign country, reflecting on and writing about the project and 

its findings, and generally probing to what extent I feel comfortable analysing a politically and 

culturally sensitive topic were new experiences to me. In particular I realised that I enjoy 

casually reflecting or discussing such topics, my perspective changes once I have to commit 

such thoughts to writing - I begin to apply empirical standards of rigour to any conclusions I 

draw. A clear development need emerging from this realisation is that I would struggle to 

convey the bullet points of my own research to a non-specialist audience (for example in the 

form of a short newspaper article or oral presentation), which I plan to improve upon.
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1. Introduction

The single most defining event in recent Chinese history has been the Long March, which has 

served as the basis for Chinese Communist Party claim to power and acts as founding legend 

of the People’s Republic. Mao Zidong’s political and militaristic acumen displayed during the 

Long March allowed him and fellow Maoists, most notably Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping, to 

lastingly shape Modern China by claiming leadership of the Chinese communist movement. 

Nowadays China cannot be envisioned without this initial catalysing event that only compares 

to the American War of Independence or the French Revolution for defining collective identity:

‘If you find it hard, think of the Long March… the message has been drilled into us so we can 

accomplish any goal set before us by the party because nothing compares in difficulty with 

what they did’ (Sun, 2006)

More than a billion Chinese have since been educated on the Long March in China. Major 

events during the march have become the subject of literature and film, seeking to strengthen 

its citizens’ connection to these revolutionary roots of China as alleged examples of bravery, 

tenacity and resilience against overwhelming (nationalist, fascist, and Imperialist-backed) 

odds. Eight ‘Red Tourism’ sites have been established in 2005 towards this purpose, with 400 

million Chinese tourists undertaking trips to these sites, three of which are directly associated 

with events of the Long March, bringing about $13 billion revenues within the first three years 

to these largely rural, underdeveloped areas (BBC, 2008).

One of the strategically most crucial stages of the Long March is not on that list however - the 

Xiang River Battle between the Red Army and GMD forces at the very beginning of the Long 

March in late 1934. Between the 25th of November and 3rd of December 1934 as the First Red 

Army crossed the Xiang River between Hunan and Guangxi province, the Red Army lost about 

45,000 of its 100,000 strength of military and civilian personnel, despite only two days of 

fighting during the actual crossing. As the Red Army during the had just broken out of the Fifth 

Encirclement Campaign of the GMD siege of the Jianxi Soviet, then centre of Communist 

activity in China, this pyrrhic victory saved the Red Army (and Chinese communism) from 

annihilation by pursuing GMD forces, but was devastating enough for Mao to overthrow

Soviet-appointed and -educated Marxists like Otto Braun (described as the ’28 Bolsheviks’) in

later party meetings at Zunyi in Guizhou and assume de-facto control of the Red Army and 

Chinese communism.
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Before this background of overall neglect of the importance of the Xiang River Battle this 

project aimed to assess the subjective opinions and knowledge of citizens of Xing’an, which 

was the region of the battle and visit the relevant places in that region.

2. Project Results

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the conduct of the project in terms of timings, as well 

as the information that was gathered during the side visits and interviews in Xing’an.

Travel Itinerary

I originally planned to travel to Xing’an county in Guangxi province for thirteen days, spending 

one day travelling from London to Guilin, capital of Guangxi province, and then another to 

travel from Guilin to Xing’an. Nine days would then be spent in Xing’an, to be followed up 

with a similar travel itinerary back to London. This itenary is described in more detail in the 

Appendix, Table 1.

Due to cost reasons, this plan was changed (compare Appendix, Table 2) – for a total of fifteen 

days the author travelled from Birmingham to Guangzhou, capital of Guangdong province 

instead, which is a much larger city with more frequent, cheaper flights as the visa costs were 

vastly underestimated as they were based on outdated experience of applying for a visa from

the Chinese embassy in Germany, not in the UK. Unfortunately, a delay due to technical

reasons with the airplane in Birmingham meant that I missed the connecting flight in Istanbul, 

which cost one day, with two more being lost in Guangzhou due to illness. After taking the 

train from Guangzhou to Guilin and then Xing’an, this meant that eight days were spent in 

Xing’an and surroundings, with another three days travelling from Xing’an back to Guangzhou 

and then back to Birmingham over Istanbul. Of these eight days, an initial stay in Xing’an was 

followed up by visits to the Xiang River Monument Park, the Xiang River Battle-site, and the 

Martyr Tomb in Quanzhou, before returning to Xing’an to conduct interviews with locals.
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The Xiang River Monument Park

The Xiang River Monument Park, which is the dedicated memorial to the Xiang River Battle, 

was the first site I visited. As Snowdon (2016) claims it is in Xing’an county of Guangxi, but 

unlike his descriptions of a comparatively unremarkable memorial, the overall park is rather 

large, with the actual memorial set on a hill overlooking the surroundings. A gate marks its 

entrance to the park with writing dedicating it to the First Red Army and the Long March 

(compare Figure 1).

Figure 1: The gate of the Xiang River Monument Park.

Inside the compound are sculptures of four heads, which depict the ‘four typical people of Red 

Army that is man, female, the aged and the young’, referring more to the communist party or 

movement in general, rather than the First Red Army specifically – the Red Army as an army 

of the people (compare Figure 2). Ultimately the memorial fuses the historical event of the 

Long March with the purpose it holds for the communist party into a message for the later 

generations that speaks of hardship, perseverance and deliverance facilitated through the Red 

Army. The memorial tower on the hill is empty inside and a quiet place for contemplation.
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Figure 2: The martyr sculptures and reliefs, with the memorial tower in the background.

The Xiang River Battle-site

One secondary objective of the project was to visit the actual bridge over which the Red Army 

retreated West to evade the GMD’s forces. Most of the troops lost by the Red Army can be 

expected to have fallen or deserted before or while crossing the bridge and it might therefore 

be expected to hold some significance. However, initial research had shown that the bridge 

itself is not a tourist destination and as such, identifying the correct bridge over the Xiang River 

north of Xing’an was a risk identified in the project proposal.

While the author ultimately identified the bridge that is allegedly the correct one out of a dozen 

crossing the Xiang north of Xing’an, this was difficult as Xing’an locals did not know and 

seemingly did not attribute much importance to the actual site. A guide at the Xiang River 

Monument Park then described the bridge to the author and the author took a taxi to that bridge, 

which had no tourist signs and is seemingly not named. An interesting observation here was 

that the river is not wide and relatively still – it would be possible to swim across it (compare 

Figure 3). The fact that the Red Army sought to cross it during winter was unfortunate, as
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during summer it might have been possible to swim across it further up- or down-stream 

(although I do not know whether the soldiers of Red Army could swim and what kind of 

equipment they were carrying).

Figure 3: The Xiang River as seen from the bridge.

The disconnection between the bridge as the site of the battle and the memorial dedicated to it 

stands in contrast to other memorials in China that the author has visited. In Manzhouli in Inner 

Mongolia the actual train and train tracks by which Mao Zidong left China for the only time in

his life to travel to Russia remain preserved for example. Similarly, war memorials in Europe

that are commonly erected close to the site of the event they are associated to – examples are 

the memorial to the fallen of Verdun of the First World War which is located on the ground of 

the former killing fields.

Martyr Tombs, Shrines, and Houses
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A last group of potentially interesting sites were the tombs, shrines, and houses of ‘martyrs’. 

These individuals hold some significance for communist history, predominantly that of the 

Long March, or older Chinese history that could be interpreted as part of a communist or

populist legacy. An example of this is a Martyr’s Tomb in Quanzhou, about 20km from

Xing’an to the northeast, which is dedicated to all those lost during the Long March. The author 

visited the shrine in Quanzhou, a small town, similar in its low-density urban sprawl to Xing’an 

– it is a small compound with a monument in the middle and some text about the ideals of the 

Long March. As these are unrelated to the Xiang River Battle and occupy with either the Long 

March more generally or individuals, they have not been scrutinised in more detail.

Interviews Conducted

Interviews were conducted with twelve locals from Xing’an. Six interviews were conducted 

with individuals, while two group interviews were conducted (one with two interviewees, one 

with four).

An initial finding was that during the first two interviews the author realised that while he could 

communicate to locals in the area, he was not able to understand most of the local dialect as it 

is different from the official Beijing dialect in pronunciation. The author had initially planned 

to use an existing contact with a student of the student association of Guangxi Normal 

University to act as interpreter if necessary, however, this contact ultimately had to decline. As 

such the author approached a local secondary school in Xing’an and was fortunate to find an 

English teacher willing to help. The teacher took an interest in the project and was happy to 

practice her spoken English, furthermore the author paid for travel and food expenses incurred.

Xing’an as Tourist Location

Five out of twelve interviewees highlighted that Xing’an was a popular destination for tourists. 

The reasons given for this were that Xing’an county officially belongs to the district of the 

provincial capital Guilin, which is the largest city in the region, and that many tourists of Guilin 

come to see the nature and scenery surrounding the provincial capital. Especially the beauty of 

its waterways was highlighted here, some of which are national parks. A local golf resort also 

draws visitors from the provincial capital and the surrounding provinces. In Xing’an itself an 

Imperial Palace of the Qin Dynasty has been preserved and is open to visitors. Of the
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interviewees, only two mentioned the Xiang River Monument Park, although there might be 

some amount of bias here. It could be argued that as the author was obviously a foreigner, he 

would be less interested in the more recent communist history than ancient China’s history or 

scenery.

Nevertheless, this is an initial indicator that the population does not view the Xiang River Battle 

as contributing much to its appeal to tourists. It cannot be assessed whether the region actually 

does experience more tourists than others in the province. The province itself and Xing’an 

county are less wealthy than provinces with a larger industrial and service base in the east of 

China such as Guangdong or Zhejiang; as such even a modest amount of tourism would be 

highly beneficial to the region.

The Importance of the Long March for Xing’an

The majority of respondents (seven out of twelve) claimed that the communist history of the 

region is a distinguishing factor of the region. The statements given here primarily indicate an 

emotional sense of pride and heritage, rather than importance in terms of wealth or local

economy, as could be expected in the eight ‘Red Tourism’ spots who benefit from the influx

of Chinese tourists. This corresponds to the previous section – only two respondents connected 

tourism and communist history, while seven talked about the communist history as a 

distinguishing factor. There is a clear disconnect here: it seems that just because a historical 

event is seen as a distinguishing factor of a region, this does not necessarily mean that the locals 

view this as a potential to benefit economically through tourism.

It could therefore be interpreted that using the region’s communist history to benefit from 

tourism economically is a less common idea than doing the same with scenery or ancient 

Chinese history. It is unknown why that is – one potential explanation could be that this is just 

how it has been in this specific region, i.e., the respondents were not used to the idea of non- 

locals being interested in the more recent communist history (it could be that the respondents 

did not know about the success of the ‘Red Tourism’ spots elsewhere). Another explanation 

was given by one of the respondents who remarked that entrance fees would go to maintenance 

only, which he agreed with – he was opposed to the idea of ‘selling our past to outsiders who 

just want to take pictures’. It could therefore be that the communist history is seen as ‘owned’ 

by locals, that is to be shared freely but not exploited for profit. This would mean that the 

communist history and the more ancient history is put into different categories as the local Qin
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Dynasty palace had entrance fees beyond what the author believes would be used for 

maintenance, although this cannot be confirmed. Based on the interviews and his own 

experiences of travelling in China, the author believes that there are clear lines drawn between 

modern and ancient Chinese history, with the Cultural Revolution acting as a separator. While 

ancient history can therefore be ‘sold’, it is likely that communist history is seen likely not even 

seen as historical, but current and ongoing.

Knowledge about the Xiang River Battle

Knowledge about the actual battle was a more open-ended question and as such as not been 

coded into respondents with high or low knowledge or other categories.

Knowledge on the actual Xiang River Battle was limited; respondents were generally not aware 

of any specifics beyond that the Red Army was coming from the East to march West, passing 

through the region. Only one of the respondents used a word different from ‘march’ or ‘travel’ 

in ‘retreat’ although all knew about the conflict between the Red Army and GMD, which 

indicates that most respondents were not aware of the perilous situation the Red Army found 

itself in at the time.

Knowledge about the leadership of the Red Army was mixed – respondents talked about Mao 

Zidong, Zhou Enlai, Bo Gu, and others, often at length and in detail going beyond the Xiang 

River Battle, Xing’an, and even the Long March. Li De was mentioned by three respondents, 

claimed by one as responsible for the fall of the Jiangxi Soviet.

3. Reflection

Given the purpose of this award, this chapter will serve as my reflection on the project.

Interviews

I was previously not familiar with conducting interviews, especially in a foreign language. 

Initially I roughly followed the knowledge I had been taught in research training workshops 

throughout my Postgraduate studies; I therefore thought about sample sizes and characteristics, 

whether the interviews should be structured, semi-structured, or unstructured, which questions
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I should ask, whether I should conduct interviews with single respondents or group interviews, 

how long each interview should last, about the adequate breadth and depth of the interviews in 

general given the presumably low level of education of the rural population in the region, etc. 

To this end I developed a rough semi-structured interview guide with questions focusing on 

Xing’an county, the memorial, and the Xiang River Battle to give me more flexibility in the 

field.

Ultimately a number of my assumptions and worries were disproven while conducting the 

interviews:

a) A key concern of mine was that I would not be able to find someone willing to talk to 

me about this topic. This actually became a problem initially, as on the 6th, 7th, and 8th 

day I was not able to find an angle to approach people about interviews. On the 9th day

I then met who would be my interpreter near a local school, who proposed that it would

be easiest to approach people over lunch in small restaurants rather than on the street. 

This was a great idea as it created a form of rapport in a natural setting and was more 

perceived as chatting rather than an interview. While I realise that this would be 

problematic from an academic perspective (for example self-selection; the majority of 

my interviewees were elderly, or issues around group-think or ethics), the learning point 

here is that approaching people in their environment is advantageous, which was not at 

the forefront of my thinking earlier.

b) Another issue that I had spent time thinking about initially was whether I should record

the interviews or not, given the ethical issues associated. While this decision would 

have been important for a research project, in the field this turned out to be a non-issue 

as I forgot about this during the first interview, and from then on just made mental notes 

to be recorded later in a diary.

Field Research

As I had never conducted a field project like this before (neither by myself, as part of my 

studies, or a work-related one), the fieldwork management and logistics side of this project was

a definitive learning experience. I believe I am a methodological, introverted person who likes

to make elaborate plans with contingencies for different scenarios. While thought was given to 

the overall goals and the interview aspect in particular as described above, for this project I 

deliberately did not do that beyond a rough idea of where I wanted to go and what I wanted to
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do because I wanted to be challenged by something new, and while it might be true that field 

research can or should involve planning, it was very interesting to see how many problems and 

decisions can be solved on the spot by using intuition and by ‘muddling through’ if necessary. 

This was an eye-opening experience that I was not fully aware of at the time, but rather as I 

reflected on the project overall.

To give an example other than the previous one about approaching people in restaurants or 

using a local teacher as interpreter, I initially did not know which of the several bridges over 

the Xiang River would be the one from the Xiang River Battle. This caused me some degree 

of worry previously, but I prevented myself from gathering too much information before I 

arrived in Xing’an. When I actually arrived ‘in the field’, I approached employees of the 

monument park who explained to me which bridge was the correct one, which in the end saved 

me a lot of time and effort. In a way this might also show my overreliance on gathering 

information electronically instead of from people, perhaps I have the assumption that 

information from the internet might be more valid (which is unfounded of course).

From a logistical perspective I made several observations:

- In my project the majority of the available time is spent travelling, waiting, looking for 

objects or people of interest, etc. The author found activities to fill this time usefully to

some degree by taking or expanding on previously taken notes, coding comments by

interviewees, or planning the further project. Planning better would have definitely 

improved this and allowed me to make better use of my time.

- If field research is conducted in a foreign country, it should be expected that, aside from

the travelling time etc. described previously, the overall available time is cut down 

further by issues such as getting used to the climate, unexpected delays, and so on. Here 

it is to note that while I could have been prepared better overall, the difficulties 

encountered during the project could not have been prevented fully. There is likely a 

trade-off here between rigidity/ rigour of the plan, and its flexibility.

Data Analysis and Writing

The most important learning point for myself emerged as I was beginning to go through my 

notes taken during the project to write this report. While I am comfortable to reflect on or 

discuss the topics such as the Xiang River Battle or the Long March, which would be classified
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as politically or culturally sensitive, this notion changes when conclusions have to be drawn

formally in a report like this or in a journalistic article. As I started writing, I started questioning 

my conclusions, applying an academic idea of rigour to them and becoming more aware of the 

limitations of my findings. I believe that the findings of this project reflect my own account 

and opinion, which is the result of my interpretation of the collected information and my 

experiences in Xing’an. An appropriate form of transferring such a project would then be a 

subjective account, that does not seek to convince but just offer one perspective of several 

possible and legitimate ones.

The stands in contrast to my initial perception that the project could be reported as journalistic 

or as communicating research findings to a non-specialist audience. I believe it would still be 

possible for a journalist to treat the project as such and write a journalistic piece on it, but my 

education and my reluctance to be confident in non-empirical knowledge make this difficult 

for me.
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5. Appendix

Travel costs (planned)  Travel costs (actual)

Visa 50 Visa (incl. mandatory special
delivery Royal Mail 
envelopes)

Airfare (London – Guilin) 530 Airfare (Birmingham –
Istanbul - Guangzhou)

Airport transfer (Coventry – London) 40 Airport transfer (Coventry –
Birmingham)

156

405

10

Sub-total 620  571

Costs incurred in China (planned)  Costs incurred in China
(actual)

Accomodation 140  155

Food 140  105

Travel within Guanxi province 50  67

Tourist guide and interpreter 30  58

Total 980  956

Table 1: Planned and actual travel costs of the project.

Comment: After booking and paying for transport and visa, I exchanged the remaining £409 
for RMB 3,451 upon arrival in China. Of this, RMB 3,235 was spent in China, leaving RMB 
216 or £24 underspend (rounded figures) in excess of the £980 planned for initially. I did not 
keep receipts for most of the expenses during the journey – this was a clear oversight on my 
behalf as I previously did not travel on behalf of an organisation/ fund before. Below are 
receipts for the larger expenses that I could locate.
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Travel 
plan 
(planned)

Travel 
plan 
(actual)

Day 1 Coventry - London - Guilin Day 1 Coventry – Birmingham – Istanbul
(Birmingham flight was delayed so 
Istanbul flight was missed)

Day 2 Guilin – Xing’an Day 2 Istanbul - Guangzhou

Day 3 Visit Xing’an memorial,
organise further journey

Day 4-10 Travel along Xiang River
north to find battle-site

Day 3-4 Sick in Guangzhou

Day 5  Guangzhou – Guilin – Xing’an

Day 11 Return to Xing’an Day 6  Visit to the Xiang River Monument
Park and Xiang River Battle-site

Day 12 Xing’an – Guilin Day 7 Visit to the Martyr Tomb in
Quanzhou

Day 13 Guilin – London - Coventry Day 8-12 Interviews in Xing’an

Day 13 Xing’an - Guilin

Day 14 -
15

Guilin – Guangzhou – Istanbul – 
Birmingham - Coventry

Table 2: Planned and actual travel plan of the project.
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Figure 4: Flight payment details.
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Figure 5: Visa payment details (excluding mandatory special delivery envelopes by Royal 

Mail).
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Figure 6: Visa entry/ exit dates.
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